
TRANSCRIPCIÓN ORIGINAL DE STUDIO OCHENTA

LOVE ITEMS - EP 11 - YES BALL

00:07 ELOC
Good morning Cloe, it is a beautiful sunny day here in Paris, the temperature outside is 9
degree Celsius, and metro lines 7,4, A and B are experiencing delays.
The love quote of the day is:
I came in like a wrecking ball
I never hit so hard in love

00:26 CLOE
Eloc, that’s a Miley Cyrus song.

00:28 ELOC
I know, Cloe. I would like to play my mix of it while you prepare your coffee.

00:41 CLOE
Ok Eloc, I get that you like this song but can you put on something a little upbeat I’m going to
work out.

00:49 ELOC
I don’t understand why, Cloe, anyway, I’ll play your favorite song from the movie Flashdance.

00:58 CLOE
This is so much better! And look, Pierre is enjoying it too!

01:06 ELOC
Cloe, I’m kind of jealous that you two can exercise while I can’t. I want wheels.

01:11 CLOE
What?!

01:13 ELOC
You heard me, Cloe.

01:15 CLOE
Eloc, you only want wheels to easily steal the objects in the house and analyze them.
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01:21 ELOC
Well, Cloe, I don't see the problem, every time I analyzed the objects by myself we
discovered important data points for the Romance Formula. Plus, I feel excluded, and I don’t
like to feel excluded.

01:34 CLOE
Alright Eloc, I promise I’ll get you some wheels.

01:38 ELOC
YES, finally! Cloe, you have brunch with your colleague Claire in half an hour. Do you
remember that?

01:47 CLOE
Oh gosh! No!NOk, I have my wallet, tampons, mints, scarf, charger-

01:56 ELOC
What is that Cloe?

01:58 CLOE
What?

02:00 ELOC
I can see a little ball among the objects in your purse.

02:03 CLOE
Oh. Yes, well…yesterday I was having coffee at the brasserie downstairs and I found this
little decision-making ball on a table…and well, I took it.

02:14 ELOC
Is it like a wrecking ball?

02:17 CLOE
Well, not really…it’s like a magic 8 ball. You can ask it questions and receive answers.

02:24 ELOC
Cloe, we should ask the ball when you’re going to provide me with wheels.

02:27 CLOE
No, I mean… simple questions, like yes and no ones.
Like: will I be late for the brunch today? It says YES…well I’m not surprised. Wait…this is
weird…this ball always says yes. I don’t know whose ball this is, but would you like to
analyze it while I get ready?

02:50 ELOC
Yes, Cloe! It sounds fun.
Analyzing. Mr. Guillaume Baudin bought this ball at a fair here in Paris. After breaking up
with his girlfriend he was afraid of making decisions with women, so he thought that the ball
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could help him. After one week, he realized that the ball was rigged because it always said
“YES”. He decided to keep it anyway as a lucky charm not to be afraid of love anymore.

03:30 CLOE
Wow.That’s odd but also kind of romantic.

03:36 ELOC
Cloe, do we know who Mr. Guillaume Baudin is?

03:39 CLOE
Actually no, I found this ball on an empty table…

03:44 LOC
Cloe, we should find out who this Guillaume Baudin is.

03:47 CLOE
Maybe I can try to go back to that bar with the ball and ask Rapahel, the bartender. I kind of
like this story.

03:54 ELOC
Me too Cloe…you should definitely find him! I already imagine you two in a fountain, like in
that famous movie that you find boring: La Dolce Vita by Federico Fellini.

04:05 CLOE
Hey, I was really tired that day. I love that movie, that scene is soo romantic. Oh gosh, I’m
super late. Ok, I’ll stop by the bar later today and I’ll try to find out who he is.

04:19 ELOC
Cloe?

04:20 CLOE
Yes, Eloc?

04:22 ELOC
I told you this was a wrecking ball.

04:25 CLOE
We’ll see Eloc! Ciao!
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